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When communities come together to sow,
plant, and tend gardens, it's not just the plants

that grow. No one is too old or too young to
get involved and everyone can benefit.

Everyone can benefit from growing something
at home, or in a community  space. Even if they

don't have any outside space, they can get
growing on a sunny windowsill. 

But going it alone is not always the best policy.
Sometimes, it's more sustainable and fun when
gardening together.  It can improve our skills,

save money, and make our communities
greener, healthier and happier places to be. 
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We can learn from others, or
share

 things we ourselves have
learned. 

 
We can work together to improve

 the environments around
 us and 

grow our own healthy, organic
food. 

 
In this guide, you will get some

inspiration and ideas to help you
get together with others and
have some fun sowing and

growing successfully together. 
 

You might set up spaces where
the community can garden

together – or hold special events
that help people improve the

way they grow food in their own
gardens. 

 
You might even be able to

organize for greater levels of co-
operation between garden

owners and growers. No matter
which strategies you take,

growing together can be win-win
for nature, people, and planet. 
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Sowing and growing food collaboratively in your
community can bring a wide range of benefits. 
You might sow seeds or propagate plants together in a
community garden, community event centre, in schools,
church buildings, other venues, or even in someone's
home. You might sow seeds or propagate plants to fill a
community space, or encourage everyone to take them
home to grow in their own home or garden. 

Seed Sowing and Plant
Propagation 

A space for people to
gather.
Seeds or plants to
propagate.
Small plant pots/ containers. 
Compost/ potting soil to fill
your containers. 
Access to water to water in
your seeds or cuttings. 

What You Need:
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Seed quality is a relative term and means the degree of

excellence when compared to an acceptable standard.
The seeds having required standards of purity, germination

and other attributes are referred as quality seeds.
 



Almost any space can be used to set up a seed sowing
or plant propagation event. You are sure to be able to
find somewhere suitable. This is an activity which can be
enjoyed indoors, or outside in fine weather conditions. 

 Sorting the Space

If you would like to create a
community garden, one of
the first steps is finding a
suitable piece of land.
Under-utilized public lands,
school playgrounds,
brownfield sites – even
disused carparks – can be
turned into community
gardens with the will, and a
little work. Look around your
community for potential
sites, find out who owns the
land, and reach out to see
whether you can work
something out together. 
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Plants need three basic things to live:
water, sunlight, and carbon dioxide.
Plants breathe carbon dioxide just like

we breathe oxygen. When plants
breathe carbon dioxide in, they breathe

out oxygen



Community gardens can take
many different shapes and
forms. Even if you cannot find
a suitable dedicated site close
to where you live, you might
be able to approach private
garden owners. Those who do
not have the time or
inclination to garden on their
own property might be willing
for others to do so in return
for a share of the produce.

 Communities who want to
sow and grow together
might be able to come
together to create a front
yard farm – growing food on
underutilized front yards
throughout their
community.
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The first community gardens in the
United States were vacant lot

gardens started during the economic
recession of the 1890s

There’s something truly special about tending a
garden with others. Whether it’s family, friends or folk
from the wider community, growing together takes on
a whole new dimension to solitary gardening. It’s
sociable, fun and full of laughter.



 Why not get a small group
of like-minded people
together to reach out to
neighbours? You might be
amazed by what you are
able to achieve. 

Even if you do not wish to
grow more collaboratively, it
can be fun for individual
gardeners or would-be
home growers to get
together to get started. So
set up a seed sowing event
and see who is interested in
coming along. 

 for potential sites, find out
who owns the land, and
reach out to see whether
you can work something out
together. 
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Sourcing Seeds
 or Plants for Cuttings

One important thing to
think about, of course, if you
want to set up a seed
sowing event is where the
seeds or plants will come
from. You could buy or
bring in some seeds. And
seeds are relatively
inexpensive so this should
not be too problematic. However, you could

also consider asking
gardeners to
contribute seeds
themselves – perhaps
some in your
community may even
have seeds they have
saved from their own
gardens. You might
also be able to collect
the seeds from
heirloom produce
grown organically in
your area. 
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Famous for its forgiving nature, the lucky
bamboo is one of the best indoor plants

that grow in water. Narrow vases are
perfect for this plant, depending on the

size. Make sure the roots are submerged
in the water and add some gravels around

them for firm placement



Another thing to consider
is taking a stroll around
your neighbourhood and
looking for particularly
attractive plants from
which cuttings could be
taken. Berry bushes are
often relatively simple to
propagate from cuttings,
for example. It never
hurts to ask if you could
take cuttings from
someone else's plants. 
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Start with cuttings from your plants, or ask
friends for their cuttings. Plant cuttings are

grouped into four basic categories: softwood,
greenwood, semi-hardwood, and hardwood.

In addition to better flavor, some of the
reasons gardeners cite for growing their own

vegetables include better health, food
safety, saving money, helping the

environment, and having a better quality
of life.



Sustainable Pots

Don't rush out to buy pots for
your seed sowing event! You do
not need to buy any containers,
since items you can use as
containers are likely to be
available close at hand, for free.
At your seed sowing event, you
and the others you have invited,
could make biodegradable eco-
friendly plant pots from:

-Toilet roll tubes.
-Untreated scrap

cardboard.
-Cardboard egg
cartons or even

egg shells.
 

You can also reuse plastic food packaging to make trays
to catch water below these biodegradable containers, or
pierce holes in the bottom of yogurt pots etc. to make
them into seed starting pots. 
You could collect materials ahead of time. Or have
everyone bring things along in which they can use as
containers. 
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Filling Your Containers

Having access to home-
made compost/ potting mix
will make it a lot easier for
you to fill your containers
for your seeds and get
growing. We'll talk more
about community
composting in the next
section of this guide. 

However, if you do not
yet have your own
compost/ potting mix to
use, you will have to
bring some in for your
sustainable event. To
make sure that your
event really is
sustainable, make sure
you avoid buying peat-
based composts
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Peat bogs are crucial habitats. They sequester huge
amounts of carbon dioxide, and play an important role in
biodiversity and the world's water cycle. We need to stop
digging them up for garden use and preserve them. So

always choose a peat-free compost or potting mix. 
 

A peat bog is a type of wetland whose
soft, spongy ground is composed largely
of living and decaying Sphagnum moss.
Decayed, compacted moss is known as
peat, which can be harvested to use for
fuel or as a soil additive. Peat bogs are
found throughout the world where cool

temperatures and adequate rainfall
prevail.

Understanding the benefits of birds and
insects for your garden will help you

maintain a beautiful yard. Not only do you
benefit from having birds in your yard, but
the birds also benefit as well. They can
help keep your lawn and garden free of

nasty pests, while also helping native
landscapes thrive
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https://www.bing.com/search?q=Sphagnum&filters=sid%3ae226a719-81c8-d5c8-4099-f166d3fff46d&form=ENTLNK


Consider also, how you might be
able to avoid purchasing a peat-
free compost in plastic bags. You
may be able to bulk order from

your municipality, or from a farm
in your region – especially if you

are starting a community garden,
or holding a larger seed sowing

event. 
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The largest community garden
in the nation is reported to be

Shiloh Field Community Garden
in Denton, TX, measuring at

14.5 acres of land

Sweden is the country that cares the most about the
environment, according to data from the 2017 



Wherever possible, you
should try to water seeds,
seedlings, and young
plants with rainwater or
purified water rather than
with water from the
mainline water supply.
Water straight from the
tap is often treated, and in
any case, using rainwater,
or purified water is always
a more sustainable choice.

If you are hosting at home
or in a community garden
space, having a rainwater
harvesting system is
awesome, if possible, to
have this ahead of your
event. Install a barrel to
collect rain which falls on
any roof. Any water that you
collect can be used to get
started with seed sowing,
and to maintain the garden
over time. 

 Water
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Water before 10 a.m. to save water and
maintain plant health. Watering in the
afternoon increases water loss due to

evaporation. Watering in the evening can
make your lawn and plants more prone to
disease. A general rule is to water up to 1

inch, once a week, as needed. 



Once you have everything in place, send out your
invites. And if you are growing individually, consider
setting up some sort of page or forum online so
everyone can share pictures and news about how
their plants are getting on. If you are starting a
community garden, consider inviting everyone back
again to help pot on or plant out all the seedlings
when the right time comes. 
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How to Store Vegetables And Keep Them
Fresh Longer Cool, Dry, Dark Place.

Some veggies stay fresh longest in a cool
or room-temperature location, away from

moisture, heat, and ligh

Basil is said to increase the health
and flavor of many vegetables like
asparagus, bell peppers, cabbage
and especially tomato plants when

companion planted together.
 

https://thegrowers-exchange.com/products/her-bas01#:~:text=Basil%20is%20said%20to%20increase,plants%20when%20companion%20planted%20together.
https://thegrowers-exchange.com/products/her-bas01#:~:text=Basil%20is%20said%20to%20increase,plants%20when%20companion%20planted%20together.
https://thegrowers-exchange.com/products/her-bas01#:~:text=Basil%20is%20said%20to%20increase,plants%20when%20companion%20planted%20together.


Community composting can
make it easier and cheaper
for everyone to garden
successfully in your area. As
mentioned above, compost
can be used in making
potting mix to fill containers,
and it can also be used to
amend, improve and
maintain soil over time.
Composting locally can also
help tackle the massive
problem of food waste in
your community.

 
Community composting
might involve holding
educational events, to help
everyone compost at home
in your area. Or it might
involve setting up a central
composting point, which
members of your community
can contribute their waste to,
and from which they can
receive finished compost
later on. 

Community Composting 
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If you want to set up an
educational event, it might be
fun to take a look at some of
the different types of
composting which are possible.
Demonstrations make it easier
for people to envision what is
possible, and to understand
more fully what is involved, and
how easy home composting
can be. 
You can look at:

Composting in place – creating new growing areas
(lasagna beds or hugelkultur mounds) which involves
layering organic materials to compost in place and
build healthy soil. 
Simple cold composting (in a heap or bin).
Hot composting (how to raise temperatures, compost
more ingredients, and compost more quickly).  This is
best taken on with someone who has previously done
this successfully.
Vermicomposting (composting with the help of special
worms).
Compost tumbling (ensuring good aeration and
speeding up the composting process).

You can also look at bokashi systems, which involves
fermenting food scraps prior to composting – another
way to increase the range of things which can be
composted and to speed up the process. 
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Find a venue, find people who can talk about the above,
and invite people to come along and get up close and
personal with food waste. You can make sure everyone in
your community understands the importance of
composting, and hold troubleshooting sessions so
everyone can share their problems and find solutions so
they can compost successfully at home. 

You might even hold a
workshop, so people can build
their own bokashi buckets, or
wormeries, or other
composting systems from
things which might otherwise
be thrown away - old 5 gallon
buckets, or other food-grade
containers, for example. 

If you would like to set up a
central community composting
area, the first step will be
finding a suitable venue. You
might set up a committee to
oversee this enterprise,
offering free compost from the
system for those who donate
their time to keep it going...
though there are a range of
different organizational
structures that you could
consider. 
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Tree Planting
 and Community
 Wilding Events 

Sowing and growing together
might not just be about growing
food. By coming together, your
community could also plant
together and improve the
environment in the
neighborhood. Planting trees
and otherwise greening or
wilding a neighborhood can
bring a huge range of benefits
to people, wildlife, and the
planet as a whole. 
In will:
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-Trap more carbon, and help in the
fight against global warming.
-Improve local air quality and reduce
pollution.
-Help stop water waste and keep
water in the landscape. (Though the
creation of wetland habitats, garden or
kerbside rain gardens, or earthworks
and planting on slopes, for example.)
Improve soil health and prevent
erosion.

The tan-skinned storage onion
is the strongest most pungent

variety, while its purple and white
cousins are milder and sweeter



Talk to your local authorities, land owners and other
community members about how and where you can focus
your tree planting and wilding efforts. There may be spaces
in your community that you can help to improve. 

Or simply get started in your
own garden – bringing in other
members of your community to
help you plant up your space.
Planting a lot of trees and other
plants on your property can
take time. But by inviting your
friends and neighbours in, who
might be very willing volunteers,
you can get things done in far
less time. And they may then
wish to go home and do
something similar in their own
gardens. 
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-Ensure a healthy ecosystem with
diverse plant and animal life,
which makes it easier for
gardeners in the community to
grow their own organically, and in
a sustainable way. 
-A perfect example is a garden
that supports pollinators.
-Make your community a more
pleasant, and beautiful place to
live. 



If you need to raise funds to
buy trees etc. for a community
space, there are plenty of fun
ways that you can get
together as a community to
raise the cash you need. Many
might involve making use of
community grown produce.
And we'll discuss a few ideas
for this a little later in this
guide. 
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Most fruits prefer to be grown in
slightly wetter soils since they take
so much water to set juicy fruits!
However, the dragon fruit is the

exception. This exotic fruit grows
best in zones 10 through 11. It is

actually a cactus so you really only
need to water when the soil is bone-

dry.

Send out your invites and prepare your trees and plants.
Make sure you have a good plan in place about what will
go where. People can potentially help you dig the
planting holes and place your trees and shrubs. They
might help you prepare the area and sow wildflower
seeds, or plant a range of perennial plants. Make sure
everyone has a guide sheet so they know what they are
doing, and why. And have food and drink on hand to
make a party out of the occasion. 



Bioblitz Activities
 and Biodiversity Planning 

Communities who are sowing
and growing together need to
remember that it is not just
humans who garden. All the
wildlife around us also shapes
its environment. And we have
to make sure that we protect
wildlife, and ensure biodiversity
to make sure our gardening
and growing efforts meet with
success. 

The wildlife in our area
pollinates our crops,
ensures fertility over time,
and helps us in organic
pest control. The greater
the biodiversity in an area,
the more stable and
resilient the ecosystem can
be. 
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Mint,, genus of 25 species of fragrant herbs of
the mint family (Lamiaceae). Native to

Eurasia, North America, southern Africa,
and Australia, mints are widely distributed
throughout the temperate areas of the world

and have naturalized in many places.

https://www.bing.com/search?q=Lamiaceae&filters=sid%3aab499b4f-44a9-d011-a9ce-3d4fa5fc1d45&form=ENTLNK


Bioblitz activities can be a
fun way to remind people of
all the creatures with whom
they share their space. A
bioblitz simply involves
getting together to record
and document all the life
that is present in your
neighbourhood. Go
birdwatching, go on a bug
hunt, examine the soil to
look for earthworms and
other soil creatures... hunt
through wilder corners and
dip in ponds to see what
actually lives in your
community. Bioblitz
activities can be fun for the
whole family. 

But bioblitzes also serve an important purpose.
Knowing what is already present in your area can help
you identify areas for improvement. It can help you in
protecting what is already there, and help you in
developing strategies to attract more wildlife to your
neighbourhood. 
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Ladybugs are probably the most well-
known of all the beneficial bugs in the

garden. Part of the reason they are
beneficial is that they eat quite a few of

the bad bugs. Each ladybug can eat fifty
to sixty aphids per day and over five

thousand in a lifetime. In addition, they
also like to munch on mealy worms,

leafhoppers, and mites



Other fun activities involve
brainstorming sessions, when
you get together with friends
and neighbours to talk about
how you can improve
biodiversity in your
neighbourhood. And once
you've done that, you could also
come together to create
habitats for wildlife.

For example, you might
make a community wildlife
pond, enrich a community
woodland, or plant
wildflower meadows to
replace boring and
ecologically degraded grass
lawns. Your roadside or
other marginal spaces close
to home could become a
haven for bees and other
pollinators, and other
beneficial wildlife. 
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Hold action days so that your friends and neighbours can
work alongside you to improve the biodiversity in a
particular area. You might even decide to work through
all your gardens one at a time – putting your heads
together and spending a day in each person's space
trying to boost biodiversity and attract beneficial wildlife
in each one. To add some spice, you might even like to
start a competition to see who can have the most
biodiverse garden in your community. 

You could also get together for
workshops and build fun
wildlife friendly features for
people to place in their
gardens. Bird boxes, bird
feeders, bat boxes, bee hotels,
bee watering stations, butterfly
hotels, and bug hotels are just
some of the fun things you
could make together in a
sustainable crafting session. 

Source reclaimed
materials from your
community, and get
together some tools, find
a venue, and get together
to take on some fun and
simple builds to help out
the wildlife in your area. 
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Making the
 Most of Community 

Grown Food

Once you have a healthy
community ecosystem, and
have grown some great
organic food, you should
also think about the
potential for sustainable
fun when it comes to
harvesting, eating and
preserving the food you
have grown. 

-Have a picking party
and have people get
together to harvest
produce from a
vegetable garden, from
soft fruit bushes, or
from fruit trees in your
own garden or a
community space.

-
-
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California is the sole producer of more
than 13 fruits, vegetables and nuts
including walnuts, olives, clingstone

peaches and sweet rice. 

https://www.bing.com/search?q=Peach&filters=sid%3ae9ba2ffe-5304-7422-1eb6-fb8ea1ece29d&form=ENTLNK


Have a community meal or dinner party and cook up a
storm with the produce you have grown together. 
-Host a meal at your own home – either serving food
grown in your own garden, or asking people to each bring
something from their own garden, pot-luck style. 

-Set up a community shop or produce stall to sell some of
the food you've grown. (And perhaps put some money
back into other fun community projects.)

Set up a produce swap shop so
neighbours can trade the food they
have grown.
-Have a bake sale, having everyone
bring homemade treats they have
made using home grown or
community garden grown produce. 

-Have a community barbecue, picnic
or cook up, preparing homegrown
food together outdoors or in a
community venue. 
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Nevada Seasonal Produce List Apples, August through October
(cold storage until spring) Apricots, mid-August through mid-
September Arugula, available year-round (from hothouses in

winter) but best in spring and fall in warmer areas, summer and
fall in cooler areas Asparagus, May Basil, June through

September



-Host a workshop to share some of
your favorite home-grown food
recipes in your home, or a
community venue.
-Host a workshop to teach people
how to use up leftovers and
prevent food waste.
-Host an educational event or
workshop to help people
understand how to preserve the
food they grow in traditional ways –
by dehydrating, or canning, for
example. 
-Have a competition and give out
prizes for the best home-made jam
etc..
-Have a seed saving party, to collect
seeds from community grown
plants to sow next year. 
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Keep the Seeds Dry Using a Silica
Gel Packet or Raw Rice It's

essential that the seeds remain
dry while being stored. To soak up

any moisture, place a silica gel
packet in your glass jar and

replace it every six months. You
can also keep seeds dry using rice

kernels



When it comes to growing
your own, and doing the right
thing for people and planet,

you don't need to go it alone.
When we work together, we

can achieve great things. So as
well as growing your own and
creating a healthy, sustainable

organic garden at home –
consider reaching out beyond
your own property boundaries

and following a more
collaborative and co-operative

paradigm. You can bring
benefits locally and globally,
and have a lot of sustainable

fun in the process. 
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The ideas in this guide are
just some examples of

sustainable fun that can be
had when communities

start sowing and growing
together. There are, of
course, plenty of other

things that you can do. But
this guide should give you
just a few simple ideas to

help you reach out to
others in your community

and get started. 
 



Contact us

https://www.facebook.
com/gogreenlocallyor

g/

https://www.instagram.
com/gogreenlocally/

info@gogreenlocally.org


